April 15, 2021
Dear Colleagues,
On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Illinois Latino Council on
Higher Education (ILACHE), I am delighted to welcome you to our 28th Annual Professional
and Student Development Conference. Due to the pandemic, we have prepared a two-day
virtual conference with a revised format but with the same energy and enthusiasm as in
previous years.
This year’s theme: Together we rise: Promoting leadership, affirming identity, and
demanding equity addresses major concerns Latinos/as are facing in higher education and
in society. The aggressive anti-immigrant, anti-Latino/a White nationalist agenda is finding
its way into higher education. It appears in the form of deteriorating support of Latino/a
initiatives and shifting discourses that attempt to redefine diversity, adopting modified forms
of “melting pot” and efficiency perspectives aimed at erasing or diluting the presence of
Latinos/as on college campuses. Our collective efforts will be needed to respond to these
attempts to reverse the educational progress we have achieved.
I want to take this opportunity to congratulate all of our award recipients. They exemplify the
legacy and future leadership that will continue to move our communities forward. I would
also like to thank all of the presenters for their contributions to the conference program and
their willingness to share best practices. A special thanks to the conference planning
committee led by ILACHE board members Michelle Wortel Ortiz and Kendy Oláguez. I also
want to thank all of our sponsors for helping make this year’s conference possible. Finally,
my gratitude goes to all of you for your attendance and your tireless contributions to
Latinos/as in higher education.
Best wishes for an inspiring conference.

Daniel López, Ph.D.
ILACHE Board President

ILACHE is a statewide organization dedicated to Latinx progress through the facilitation of
leadership, identification of best practices, educational innovation, and continued
development of a strong and cohesive Latinx higher education community focused on
program development, policy reform, and dissemination of reports, data and policy related
research.
Our Vision
ILACHE is the preeminent advocate, change agent, and voice for Latinxs in Illinois higher
education. It continues to strive to become a more effective leadership vehicle aimed at
transforming higher education in the state.
Our Mission
ILACHE’s mission is to work collaboratively with colleges, universities, and other stakeholders
to increase the access, retention, and advancement of Latinx students, faculty, and staff in
Illinois higher education institutions.
Our History
On October 30, 1986 a meeting was held at Roberto Clemente Community Academy with
University of Illinois at Chicago officials to explain and justify the new undergraduate
admissions requirements. Over 1000 concerned parents, students and community members
confronted University of Illinois officers chanting “U of I Open Up Your Doors!” The
community was trying to drive home the point that they were systematically being denied
access to higher education. The result of this meeting was a series of discussions held by
University of Illinois at Chicago officials, parents and community members on the issues of
Latinx student access and retention at the University of Illinois at Chicago. This activity led
to the creation of the report “Declining Minority Access to Higher Education.” Spurned by
the recent community outcry and the findings of the report, on June 30, 1987 the Senate
Joint Resolution 72 created a Joint Committee on Minority Access to Higher Education, cochaired by Senator Miguel del Valle. One of the committee’s main functions was to analyze
the Chicago Public Schools’ college preparation programs and course offerings and their
relationship to the proposed undergraduate admissions changes that the Illinois Board of
Higher Education sought to implement by 1993. A series of public hearings were held
throughout Illinois from November of 1987 through December 1988. A final report was
generated, and a series of recommendations were made.A direct result was the creation of
CACHE (Community Advisory Committee on Higher Education). CACHE members were
appointed by Senator Miguel del Valle and included members of concerned Latino
Educators in Higher Education. CACHE held its first conference on April 30, 1988 under the
theme “Developing a Legislative Agenda for the 1990s.” In 1993 the organization changed
its name to the Illinois Council on Higher Education (ILACHE) to more closely reflect the
collective concerns of Latinxs in higher Education across the state of Illinois.

Our Core Values
❖ Comunidad – ILACHE is committed to building comunidad among its members and
allies who are interested in becoming change agents for Latinxs in higher education.
❖ Equity – ILACHE is dedicated to advocating for fairness and equality for Latinxs in
higher education.
❖ Access and Opportunities – ILACHE promotes fair representation and inclusive
participation for students, staff and faculty in higher education.
❖ Leadership –ILACHE is committed to developing leaders to improve the educational,
professional and social advancement of the Latinx community.
❖ Collaboration – ILACHE values developing and maintaining partnerships with K-12
systems, community organizations, public officials, business leaders, and colleges
and universities in support of Latinxs in higher education.
❖ Transformation and Empowerment – ILACHE is dedicated to institutional change in
order to address Latinx needs and promote advancement at all levels of the
academy.
Our Strategic Goals
Goal 1: Development of Educational Programs - The development of educational
programs aimed at preparing individuals to serve Latinxs higher education communities.
Goal 2: Building a Strong and Cohesive Latinx Higher Education Community – The aim
is to create strategies to build “one voice” for Latinxs in higher education.
Goal 3: Best Practices and Research - The dissemination of research and other
educational and policy related information and the sharing of best practices.
Goal 4: Policy and Advocacy -The focus is to develop and implement strategies to become
a more effective educational policy advocate for Latinxs in the state of Illinois.
Goal 5: Leadership - This goal focuses on the creation and implementation of strategies to
develop and support advocates at all levels of the educational system.
Goal 6: Collaboration and Partnerships - The focus is on compiling an inventory of
networks and making it a tangible asset for our community.
Goal 7: Infrastructure and Capacity Building - This goal focuses on strengthening
ILACHE’s infrastructure and capacity in order to continue ILACHE’s primary role as an
advocate for Latinx educational progress through higher education for future generations.
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PROGRAM AT A GLANCE
Day One: Thursday, April 15, 2021
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Welcome and Opening Plenary

10:15 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Morning Sessions

11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Research Symposium & Networking

1:00 p.m. – 1:45 p.m.

Afternoon Sessions

Day Two: Friday, April 16, 2021
10:15 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Morning Sessions

11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Research Symposium & Networking

1:00p.m. – 1:45 p.m.

Afternoon Sessions

2:15 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Call to Action and Closing Remarks
Leadership and Scholarships Awards Presentation

3:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Virtual Networking Reception

28th Professional and Student Development Conference
Together We Rise: Promoting Leadership, Affirming Identity, and Demanding Equity
April15-16, 2021

FULL PROGRAM
Day one: Thursday, April 15, 2021
9:00 a.m. – 9:05 a.m.

Welcome/Bienvenida
Kendy Oláguez, M.A. and Michelle Ortiz Wortel, M.A.
ILACHE 2021 Conference Co-Chairs
Daniel López, Ph.D.
ILACHE Board President
Representative Elizabeth “Lisa” Hernandez, State Representative
for the 24th District and Assistant Majority Leader
Ginger Ostro, Executive Director, Illinois Board of Higher
Education

9:05 a.m. - 9:15 a.m.

State of Latinos in Illinois Higher Education
Daniel López, Ph.D., Board President, ILACHE

9:15 a.m. – 10:00am.

Opening Plenary
Melanie Flores, Ed.S., Director, Centro de Excelencia
National Louis University
Terry C. Mena, Ph.D., Vice President and Dean of Students
Northeastern Illinois University
Elizabeth Ortiz, Ed.D., Vice President, Office of Institutional
Diversity and Equity
DePaul University
Amalia Pallares, Ph.D., Associate Chancellor and Vice Provost for
Diversity
University of Illinois at Chicago
Juan Salgado, Chancellor
City Colleges of Chicago

10:15 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Day one: Morning Sessions
Desarrollando Igualdad: Fostering Educational Pathways for
Undocumented Students’ Success
Presenters: Dr. Joanna V. Maravilla, Lewis University, Luis
Narvaez, Chicago Public Schools and Dr.
Miguel Saucedo, Chicago Public Schools
Using antiracist concepts to affirm identity, demand equity,
and build solidarity.
Presenter: José M. Perales, DePaul University
Government Relations Panel
Presenters: Lourdes Blacksmith, Elgin Community College,
Angelica Alfaro, University of Illinois System, Martha Gutierrez,
University of Illinois at Chicago, and Luis Duarte, University of
Illinois at Chicago
Yo Importo- I Matter: Cultivating Resilience & Self-Care in
2021
Presenter: Martha Villegas Miranda, Martha Empowers/Broward
College

11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. – 1:45 p.m.

Research Symposium and Networking Time
Day One: Afternoon Sessions
Latinx Graduate Students’ Experiences: How to Pick a Higher
Education Program, How to Finance Your Degree, and How
to Succeed!
Presenters: Emmanuel Lopez, Governors State University, Adrian
M. Villarreal, University of Illinois at Chicago and Jocelyn
Martinez, Roosevelt University
El Reflejo de mi Reflexión Is the Reflection of my Actions
Presenter: Sandra Payan Cataño, Illinois State University
Nuestra Resistencia es Nuestra Existencia, Our Resistance is
Our Existence
Presenters: Dr. Cyndy Alvarez, District 87-Bloomington, IL., Dr.
Yahaira "Yari" Diaz, District 87-Bloomington, IL., and Yesenia
Tapia, FIND/PI
Storming the Gates: The Struggle for Access to Higher
Education in Illinois
Presenters: Jose Perales, DePaul University and Leonard
Ramirez, ILACHE

Day Two: Friday, April 16, 2021
10:15 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Morning Sessions
Utilizing Equity-Centered Praxis: Lessons from Latina Career
Service Professionals in Higher Education
Presenters: Lynette Correa-Velez, Northeastern Illinois University,
Norma Guerra Gaier, University of Texas at Austin, and Marisol
Rosado-Perez, Widener University
The Alternative Application
Presenters: Manuel Talavera, and Sara Espinosa , Illinois Student
Assistance Commission (ISAC)
Café con Poderosas
Presenters: Tanya Cabrera, University of Illinois at Chicago,
Sandy López, Northern Illinois University and Luvia Moreno,
Northeastern Illinois University
Validate, Affirm, Equity: Applying Appreciative Advising
Framework to Advance Inclusion of Undocumented Students
in Higher Education
Presenter: Martha Villegas Miranda, Marta Empowers/Broward
College

1:00 p.m. – 1:45 p.m.

Afternoon Sessions
Unmute Me, Please! Establishing a Virtual Sentido de
Pertenencia in the time of Covid
Presenter: Jennifer Juarez, University of Illinois at Chicago
Decolonizing Colonized Epistemologies: A Contestation to
the Colonial Structures of Knowledge in Academia
Presenter: Armen Alvarez, Illinois State University
What’s in a Name: A Panel Discussion on the
Latinx(a)(o)/Hispanic Community
Presenters: Rosa Santana, Berkeley College, Melissa Baralt,
Berkeley College, and Gabriela Gutierrez, NJIT
Acuerdos de Latinx Equity in Higher Education
Presenters: Dr. Gabriel Cortez, Northeastern Illinois University

2:15 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Awards Presentations, Call to Action
and Closing Remarks
Daniel López, Ph.D., Board President, ILACHE

Honorable Cristina Pacione-Zayas, Ph.D., Illinois State Senator
20th Legislative District
On Demand

Pre-Recorded
The Financial Aid Process
Presenter: Manuel Talavera, Illinois Student Assistance Commission
(ISAC)
Undocumented Student Access to Higher Education & Degree
Completion in Illinois
Presenters: Tanya Cabrera, University of Illinois at Chicago, Claudia
Marchan, Northern Illinois Justice for our Neighbors, Jonathan Lopez
Roman, Partnership for College Completion
What does Immigration reform mean under the 2021 Biden
Administration?
Presenter: Rocio Becerril, Law Office of RSB Ltd.

WELCOME AND OPENING PLENARY SPEAKERS
Thursday, April 15, 2021
Daniel López, Ph.D., President, ILACHE & Harold Washington College
Dr. Daniel López currently serves as president of Harold Washington College and
president of ILACHE. Dr. López has dedicated more than 25 years to Illinois higher
education in a variety of leadership and management roles. Throughout his career,
Dr. López has been involved with leading academic and student affairs units at
public and private higher education institutions with a laser focus on student
success. Dr. López is very committed to the empowerment of the Latino
community and is a tireless advocate of post-secondary education. He is also
Board member of Diversifying Faculty in Illinois (DFI) graduate fellowship, former
Board President for the Latin United Housing Association (LUCHA), and is a member of several professional
state and national organizations that promote access to higher education opportunities and support the
advancement of Latinos in the United States. Dr. López has received several distinguished academic and
community service awards. Dr. López is a proud graduate of the HACU Academia de Liderazgo Inaugural
Class of 2020. Dr. López holds an associate degree in liberal arts from Harold Washington College, a bachelor
of arts in communication from the University of Illinois at Springfield, a master of education from Loyola
University in Chicago, and a doctorate in higher education administration from Illinois State University.
Honorable Elizabeth “Lisa” Hernandez, State Representative for the 24th
District and Assistant Majority Leader
Rep. Elizabeth “Lisa” Hernandez represents the 24th district, located in the
Chicagoland area, which includes parts of Berwyn, Brookfield, Cicero, Riverside,
and Stickney and includes parts of the Chicago neighborhood of Little Village.
Before getting elected to the state legislature, she served as former Senior Policy
Advisor to Lt. Governor Patrick Quinn and an administrator in Cicero public
schools for 17 years. Hernandez has been an active member of the community
and was previously a board member of Children’s Center of Cicero and Berwyn,
Cicero Youth Services, and Pilsen-Little Village Mental Health Agency. As a
legislator, she led the efforts for the RISE Act, TRUST Act, DREAM Act, and
allowing temporary drivers’ licenses to undocumented individuals. She also led the
efforts to establish the Governor’s Office of New Americans and Welcoming
Centers. She holds a BA in Public Policy from Northeastern University (2014).
Ginger Ostro, Executive Director, Illinois Board of Higher Education
Ginger Ostro brings extensive policy and finance leadership to IBHE. She
previously served as interim Chief Financial Officer and Vice-President of Financial
Operations at Chicago State University. Earlier in her career, she served as Deputy
Executive Director at the Illinois Student Assistance Commission and as Director of
the Office of Budget Planning at Governors State University. Ostro served as
Executive Director of Advance Illinois as it helped architect the successful effort to
fix the nation’s least-equitable K12 funding formula. She played a lead role as
budget director and CFO at Chicago Public Schools in developing and
implementing a more equitable system of allocating funding across schools as well
as managing the district’s $6 billion operating budget and the capital budget.
Ostro also served in several roles in state government, including over six years at
the Governor’s Office of Management and Budget, where she rose to director. Ginger holds a BA in Politics,
Economics, Rhetoric, and Law from the University of Chicago and a Master's in Public Policy, Health, and
Human Services from Harvard's Kennedy School. She lives in Chicago.

WELCOME AND OPENING PLENARY SPEAKERS
Thursday, April 15, 2021
Melanie Flores, Director Centro de Excelencia
National Louis University
Melanie Flores is the Director of the Centro de Excelencia at National
Louis University and works to promote and support the advancement of
underrepresented student populations through Equity and Inclusion.
Melanie has worked in Education for over 10 years and believes in
providing equitable resources to help students succeed. Ms. Flores sits
on the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Council at National Louis University
and works with the ILEA Leadership team. She teaches Career
Development courses to undergraduate students and has held several
leadership roles in the not for profit sector. Melanie sits on the Mujeres de
HACE Alumnae Board as Board Chair and holds an Ed.S. from NLU, a Masters from DePaul University
and a Bachelors degree from Northeastern Illinois University. She is currently pursuing a doctorate in
Higher Education Leadership at NLU. When Melanie is not volunteering for diverse organizations, she
enjoys spending time with her husband and four boys.

Terry C. Mena, Ph.D., Vice President and Dean of Students
Northeastern Illinois University
Terry C. Mena is the new vice president for student affairs and dean of
students for Northeastern Illinois University. He earned his BA in criminal
justice from Northeastern University (NU), Boston, an MA in student personnel
administration from Columbia University – Teacher’s College, and a Ph.D. in
higher education leadership from Florida Atlantic University. Before assuming
his current leadership role at NEIU, Dr. Mena served as associate vice
president and dean of students at LamarUniversity. He also worked in several
roles at FAU, NU-Boston, Hofstra University, and Columbia UniversityBarnard College. Throughout a 20-year career, he has demonstrated a
commitment to access, social mobility, student success, and transformational
and high-impacted educational experiences for all students. He is an active member and has served in a
variety of leadership and volunteer roles in the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
(NASPA), including as co-chair and past-chair for the National Latino/a Knowledge Community and a
faculty member for the NASPA Undergraduate Fellows Program - Dungy Leadership Institute and the
NASPA Region III/SACSA Mid Managers’ Institute. He is currently serving as the NASPA Region
III/SACSA New Professional Institute Director and a member of the NASPA Foundation Board. NASPA
recently recognized Dr. Mena as the 2021 recipient of the AVP/Senior-Level Student Affairs Professional
National Award.

Elizabeth Ortiz, Ed.D., Vice President for Institutional Diversity and Equity
DePaul University
Elizabeth Ortiz, EdD, joined DePaul University in 2002 and is currently the
vice president of Institutional Diversity and Equity. Serving 18 years as a
Senior Diversity Executive, Dr. Ortiz has implemented several diversity,
equity, and inclusion policies, programs, and initiatives. Prior to her work at
DePaul she was the director of Affirmative Action, Diversity and Employee
Relations at Northern Illinois University. Her college and university
experience spans more than 35 years in both the public and private higher
education. She has worked on diversity initiatives in several areas to
include recruitment, retention, training, programming, and addressing
climate issues for diverse students, faculty, and staff. Dr. Ortiz also has
worked extensively in issues of higher education and building institutional capacity to address structural
racism. Throughout her extensive career she has worked with educators, policy leaders, community
representatives and others who are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion in all aspects of higher
education. She is a sought-out consultant, lecturer and workshop presenter on diversity, inclusion, and
equity issues and in how to operationalize organizational DEI strategy.
Amalia Pallares, Ph.D., Associate Chancellor and Vice Provost for Diversity
University of Illinois at Chicago
Amalia Pallares is Associate Chancellor and Vice Provost for Diversity at
the University of Illinois at Chicago. In this capacity she overviews UIC’s
seven Centers for Cultural Understanding and Social Change, as well as
multiple initiatives for student, faculty and staff inclusion and equity in the
Office of Diversity. She is also Professor of Latin American and Latino
Studies and Professor of Political Science at the University of Illinois at
Chicago. Her books include “Family Activism: Immigrant Struggles and the
Politics of Non-Citizenship”; Marcha: Latino Chicago and the Immigrant
Rights Movement” (co-edited with Nilda Flores Gonzalez) and “From Peasant Struggles to Indian
Activism: the Ecuadorian Andes in the Twentieth Century.” She has taught courses on social movements,
immigrant activism, Latino politics, race and ethnicity in the Americas, and qualitative research
methodologies.
Juan Salgado, Chancellor
City Colleges of Chicago
Chancellor Juan Salgado has focused his career on improving education
and economic opportunities for residents in low-income
communities. From 2001 to 2017, he served as CEO of Instituto del
Progreso Latino, where he worked to empower residents of Chicago’s
Southwest Side through education, citizenship, and skill-building
programs that led to sustainable employment and economic stability. As
Chancellor of City Colleges of Chicago, he oversees
Chicago's community college system, serving nearly 70,000 students
across seven colleges, 75 percent of whom are Black and Latinx
students. Under his leadership, City Colleges of Chicago has seen an increase in student graduation
rates to the highest level on record, an unprecedented systems-level partnership with the Chicago Public
Schools, the launch of Fresh Start, a first-ever debt forgiveness program, the completion of new two
major state of the art facilities, a re-energizing of fundraising for student supports, and campus specific
plans focused on equity in student outcomes, among other efforts. Chancellor Salgado is a community
college graduate himself, earning an associate degree from Moraine Valley Community College, prior to
earning a Bachelor's degree from Illinois Wesleyan University, and a Master's degree in Urban Planning
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Chancellor Salgado has been nationally recognized
for his work, including as a 2015 MacArthur Fellow. Among his civic commitments, he serves as a board
member of the Obama Foundation.

CALL TO ACTION PLENARY SPEAKER
Friday, April 16, 2021
Honorable Cristina Pacione-Zayas, Ph.D.
Illinois State Senator
20th Legislative District
Cristina Pacione-Zayas, PhD, was appointed to the Illinois Senate in
December 2020. Before joining the Senate, she was the Associate Vice
President of Policy for Erikson Institute, an academic institution focused
on child development where she led Erikson’s policy agenda to
generate systemic solutions and equitable opportunities for young
children, families, and communities. Dr. Pacione-Zayas is credited with
establishing Erikson’s Early Childhood Leadership Academy and
Community Data Lab—two statewide initiatives designed for Illinois
leaders to foster deeper understanding of the importance of a child’s early years and how to apply
child development science to policies that yield positive outcomes for children and families.
Her prior experience at the Latino Policy Forum as director of education advanced policy informed by
research and lived experiences of Latinx and immigrant communities across Illinois. Her service in
Chicago Public Schools and Enlace Chicago built a track record for leveraging community
partnerships, implementing restorative justice practices, and supporting the leadership of young
people, parents, and educators.
Dr. Pacione-Zayas serves on the Illinois Early Learning Council executive committee, Illinois State
Team of the BUILD Initiative, and Title V Needs Assessment Advisory Committee for the State’s
federally-mandated Maternal and Child Health Services. She previously served as board secretary on
the Illinois State Board of Education, co-chaired the Kindergarten Transition Advisory Committee of
the P-20 and Early Learning Councils, and served on the Governing
Board of the Illinois Network of Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies, Educational Success
Committee of Governor J.B. Pritzker’s Transition Team, and the Education Committee of Mayor Lori
Lightfoot's Transition Team. She co-chaired The Puerto Rican Agenda of Chicago for six years, a
non-profit organization of local Puerto Rican leaders who influence policy for the self-determination of
Puerto Ricans and provided political commentary on WGN TV Chicago during election cycles.

RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
April 15-16, 2021
11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Does Anti-Black Sentiment Impact Latino Media Coverage & Viewer Perceptions?
Presenter: Mayra Villa
Breakout Room: 1
The Black Lives Matter (#BLM) movement began in 2013 in response to the acquittal of George
Zimmerman for the death of Trayvon Martin. The goal of this movement is to bring attention to cases
where police officers kill innocent African Americans. According to the Pew Research Center (2020), 67%
of American adults strongly support or somewhat support the #BLM movement. In the case of Latinos,
data shows that 77% support the cause. As explained by Corral (2020), Latinos who identify racially as
Afro-Latinos tend to show greater support for #BLM than Latinos who view themselves as White.
However, not all Latinos understand the movement and hold anti-Black stereotypes that maintain White
supremacy and stand at odds with #BLM. Through a content analysis of #BLM protests coverage by
Telemundo and Univision and an examination of viewer comments to this coverage, this study sought to
examine how the Latino mass media has depicted the #BLM movement and assess how this coverage
has influenced the perceptions of Latino viewers.
When analyzing Telemundo, 80% of the videos examined provided favorable coverage towards #BLM. In
the case of Univision, 70% of the coverage was favorable. Whether they were shedding light on the
reason for the protests, spotlighting excessive use of force by law enforcement officers, or showcasing
solidarity between law enforcement officers and protestors, the emphasis was placed on educating
viewers on social justice campaigns. Comments made by Latino viewers, however, were quite the
opposite. On average, 60% of viewer comments painted protestors as animals, African Americans as
criminals, and law enforcement officers as protectors of law and order. In the end, while mass media
coverage tended to be positive towards #BLM, viewer comments by Latinos underscored tensions when
it came to views regarding this movement. Within the Latino community, there is a need to address antiBlack stereotypes and racism which makes it difficult to unify Black and Brown voices in the fight for
social justice and equity. Recommendations to unite people of color include educational campaigns
showcasing common histories in the US, in addition to dialogues focused on commonalities between
both communities.
The Latino Vote During the 2016 Presidential Election: How Did Clinton and Trump Capture
Respective Latino Voters?
Presenter: Alicia Ascencio
Breakout Room: 2
While 66% of registered Latino voters cast a ballot in favor of Hillary Clinton during the 2016 presidential
election, Donald Trump captured 28% of the Latino vote (Krogstad & Lopez, 2016). Among Latinos who
voted for Trump during this particular election, Latino men voted Republican at a higher rate than Latina
women (33% versus 26% respectively) and those between the ages of 45-65 voted Republican at a
higher rate than those between the ages of 30-44 (29% versus 22% respectively) (Sonneland &
Fleischner, 2016). According to Alamillo (2019), Latinos who voted Republican during the 2016
presidential election did so because they were unoffended by Trump’s anti-immigration and antiMexican rhetoric because they gravitated towards his promise of bringing back manufacturing jobs and
because they emulated a more conservative point of view.

Through in-depth virtual interviews with 4 Latinos who voted for Trump and 5 who voted for Clinton
during the 2016 presidential election, this study sought to shed further light on the factors which fueled
their electoral decisions. Tentative findings revealed that Latinos who voted for Trump – most of which
were second- and third-generation Latinos – cast their ballots based on religious beliefs, economic
policy, and the fact that Trump was not a “politician.” In addition to being ill-informed when it came to
expressing Latino policy concerns, the majority noted that they did not follow political news coverage. In
the case of those who voted for Clinton – most of which were naturalized citizens or first-generation
Latinos – ballots were cast based on immigration and education policy, the fact that they did not want
Trump in the White House, and the fact that they wanted to see a woman as president. In addition to
being well-informed when it came to expressing Latino policy concerns, the majority noted frequently
following political news coverage. Though Latinos are expected to vote Democrat because of their
socioeconomic background and minority status, this is not necessarily the case. Because Latinos
represent a diverse constituency with a wide range of ideological views and positions on Latino policy
concerns, either political party is in a position to vie for Latino voters.
Cultural Globalization: The Fluidity of Ideas, Customs, & Products Across the U.S./ Mexican
Border
Presenter: Regina Baker
Breakout Room: 3
Cultural globalization represents a rapid movement of ideas, attitudes, meanings, values, and cultural
products across national borders (Thompson, 2017). Cultural globalization is especially significant in that
it shapes the perceptions, aspirations, tastes, and everyday activities of individuals regardless of
wherever they may live in the world (Ferguson & Bornstein, 2012). Through in-depth Spanish and English
virtual interviews with 10 Mexican American subjects living in the US and 10 Mexican subjects living in
Mexico (all subjects were between the ages of 18 and 23), this study sought to examine the globalization
of culture across the U.S. / Mexican border.
Tentative findings revealed that, in the case of Mexican Americans, cultural globalization is manifested
when Mexican Americans embrace elements of the Mexican culture that specifically call to them. To
many, their Mexican identity is not reflected in what they watch on television, what they read, or even
how they dress. Instead, their Mexican identity is personal and is manifested in their desire to preserve
their language, foods, and traditions. The strong presence of Mexican culture in the US, in addition to
family connections in Mexico, facilitates the preservation of Mexican culture across borders. In the case
of Mexicans living in Mexico, cultural globalization is manifested when they embrace the English
language, in addition to American entertainment, fashion, and even democratic ideals. While all subjects
felt that the Mexican culture is strong and can withstand global influences, there was also an underlying
fear that too much of the US presence in Mexico can lead to an alteration in traditional Mexican values
and ideals. In the end, under cultural globalization, it is clear that culture is fluid and transcends borders;
however, it is also evident that individuals pick and choose which cultural elements to embrace. It is also
evident that greater research needs to take place to better understand the transfer of culture across
national borders.
Initiatives Aimed at Bridging the Medical School Gap for Latino Students
Presenter: Sonia Lopez

Breakout Room: 4

The Latino population has emerged as the largest minority group in the US. As the Latino population has
grown in size, so has the number of Latinos enrolled in higher education. Not only are Latinos pursuing

college degrees at higher rates, but they are also increasingly seeking to gain admission into medical
schools. In fact, between 1996 and 2015, the number of Latinos seeking admission into medical school
increased from about 3000 to 5000. However, those accepted have continued to hover around 35%
(AAMC, 2016). In addition, to make matters worse, only 5% of those earning medical degrees are
Latinos. There are many factors that serve as barriers for Latinos pursuing medical degrees. When it
comes to K-12 education, schools tend to set low expectations for students of color, which serves to
devalue their worth and discourage them from pursuing medical careers. Higher education tends to not
provide academic support services to help students pass required core, pre-medicine courses (OliverasUrueta, 2012).
This study sought to examine higher education initiatives aimed at increasing the number of Latinos
going into medical fields. Through a case study of 3 UIC medical school pipeline initiatives (LaHSEP,
Medicina Scholars & Las GANAS), in-depth virtual interviews were conducted with the program
coordinators and two student participants from each program. From the perspective of the program
coordinators, these programs are successful in recruiting, retaining, and graduating Latino students
because they recognize the unique needs of the students and work to address them (i.e., academic
support, research skills development, networking, career exploration, and financial support). From the
perspective of the students, these programs not only provided the academic foundation needed to
succeed academically, but they also exposed students to campus & professional sources of support to
help them on their journey. Though these initiatives are extremely important in boosting Latino medical
school enrollment, not all universities have similar pre-med pipeline initiatives for their students. In
addition to increasing these medical school pipeline programs and even expanding them to capture high
school students, there is also a great need for research on the benefits of these types of initiatives.
Multicultural Literature in High School English Language Arts Classes: Incorporation and Teacher
Preparation
Presenter: Esmeralda Robledo
Breakout Room: 5
This research project explores the purpose that multicultural literature serves in high school English
language arts classes, while focusing on incorporation and teacher preparation. It is fundamental to
address the varied identities of students and expose them to a wide array of perspectives. Teacher
positionality within a classroom and in relation to the texts they are teaching is just as important as the
texts themselves, which is critical to consider when teaching multicultural texts. In addition to
investigating relevant existing research, a qualitative study was conducted for this research project.
Using convenience sampling, four current and former high school English language arts teachers
participated in semi-structured interviews. The teachers describe their preparation and planning process
as teachers. Their contributions to the project highlight the importance of teaching multicultural literature
in high school English language arts classes.
What is Money?
Presenter: Rodrigo Garcia

Breakout Room 6

"What is money?" will start with a brief summary of the history of money. This will be followed by an
overview of the rules of wealth accumulation. The presentation will end with a discourse on the
speculation of the direction of money. I intend to continue the discussion by offering advice on how to
approach the growing cryptocurrency market from a Latino student point of view.

THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 2021
MORNING SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
10:50 A.M. – 11:00 A.M.
Desarrollando Igualdad: Fostering Educational Pathways for Undocumented Student Success
Presenters: Dr. Joanna V. Maravilla, Lewis University, Luis Narvaez, Chicago Public Schools and Dr.
Miguel Sauced, Chicago Public Schools
Latinx, undocumented children and youth face the same developmental tasks as their non-immigrant
peers - such as forming positive relationships with family, doing well in school, exhibiting positive
conduct, becoming civically engaged, and transitioning to college and the workforce (Motti-Stefanidi
& Masten, 2017; Suárez-Orozco, Hernández, & Casanova, 2015). However, contrary to their nonimmigrant peers, they also face other significant challenges that include learning a new language and
the characteristics of a new culture while at the same time learning and maintaining their family’s
culture of origin (Marks, Godoy, & García Coll, 2013; Oppedal & Toppelberg, 2016). Latinx
undocumented students are entitled to a public education that protects them regardless of their legal
status (Lau v. Nichols, 1974). As educators, we must assure that our Latinx undocumented students
develop unique social and psychological competencies for optimal growth and academic
achievement. This includes developing bilingual and bicultural skills, forming positive ethnic and
racial identities, and learning to navigate and overcome both interpersonal and systemic
discrimination. This workshop seeks to unpack our understanding of the direct educational needs of
undocumented students and present best practices for the recruitment and sustainability of
undocumented youth through the higher education pipeline. In particular, we will discuss the various
ways in which the Network for Undocumented Scholarship Access (NUSA) and Coalition of
Advocates for Undocumented Student Education (CAUSE) have developed a coalition of institutional
and community partnerships that support undocumented initiatives throughout the City of Chicago
and across the State of Illinois.
Using Antiracist Concepts to Affirm Identity, Demand Equity, and Build Solidarity
Presenter: José Perales, DePaul University
What is antiracism and how does it affect the Latinx community? The session will cover concepts
related to race, racism, and antiracism. The facilitator uses Ibram X. Kendi’s book and other sources
including videos, and self-reflection exercises to help unpack this complex topic. The learning
outcomes aim to help participants improve their knowledge of keywords and concepts related to
race, racism, antiracism; develop a clear understanding of our own relationship to power and
privilege; expand our understanding of American higher education institutions and everyday
institutional racism on campuses and in classrooms. Finally, the hope is to inspire long-term
commitment and convert learning into action.
Yo Importo- I Matter: Cultivating Resilience & Self-Care in 2021
Presenter: Martha Villegas Miranda, Marta Empowers/Broward College
2020 challenged and disrupted our usual routines and limited our connections with familia, friends,
and community. During all of this uncertainty, consistent self-care has become more of a necessity
rather than a luxury to protect our mental, physical and spiritual health, especially for black,
indigenous, people of color (BIPOC) educators, student leaders, and activists. Black feminist author
and activist Audre Lorde once said, “Caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is self-preservation
and that is an act of political warfare.” Self-care is an intentional, revolutionary act so we may show

up as our strongest selves and engage in social justice work. Whether you have a self-care routine or
you are thinking about starting one, let’s start a self-care revolution in our comunidad so together,
juntxs, we can rise! In this workshop you will learn about:
●
●
●
●

How self-care and wellness is essential to the movement.
Societal factors such as racism that impact our well-being and mental health.
How you can develop self-care habits to build your resilience.
Resources and helpline numbers for those who struggle with mental health.

Government Affairs as a Career
Presenters: Lourdes Blacksmith, Elgin Community College, Angelica Alfaro, University of Illinois
System, Martha Gutierrez, University of Illinois at Chicago, and Luis Duarte, University of Illinois at
Chicago
This session is designed to help students understand how government affairs professionals work to
cultivate and enhance relationships at the federal, state, and local levels of government, to advance
the organization’s mission. Students will learn the role these professionals play in the entire
organization, the career qualifications and the typical tasks and responsibilities associated with the
position.

THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 2021
AFTERNOON SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
1:00 P.M. – 1:45 P.M.

Latinx Graduate Students’ Experiences: How to Pick a Higher Education Program, How to
Finance Your Degree, and How to Succeed!
Presenters: Emmanuel Lopez, Governors State University, Adrian M. Villarreal, University of Illinois at
Chicago, Jocelyn Martinez, Roosevelt University
This interactive session will highlight the experiences of three Latinx students who completed their
graduate programs in higher education. The panelists will discuss the higher education programs at
the University of Illinois at Chicago, DePaul University, and Northeastern Illinois University. The
audience will hear about our success stories and the lessons learned throughout the process.
In this session you will learn:
- How we graduated debt-free
- How we overcame imposter syndrome
- The differences between graduate programs at different universities
- Our coping mechanisms to persist and thrive at the graduate level
El Reflejo de mi Reflexión Is the Reflection of my Actions
Presenter: Sandra Payan Cataño, Illinois State University
The purpose of this session is for higher education administrators and staff to examine how their
identity can affect the educational decisions they make. The personal experiences of educators
affect how they interact with others and the type of decisions they make.
Our experiences are filtered through our identities. The legacy of colonialism has contributed to
shaping complex identities for those of us who live in a white supremacist system where we continue

to face institutional, internalized, ideological and interpersonal oppression. In this workshop we will
focus on centering ourselves through a Mexican Indigenous practice (Aztec/Mexica). We will use the
practice of Tezcatlipoca that represents the reflection of our self and our growth. Tezcatlipoca means
el espejo negro humeante. This practice focuses on the importance of being grounded and working
collectively through reflection.
Nuestra Resistencia es Nuestra Existencia, Our Resistance is Our Existence
Presenters: Dr. Cyndy Alvarez, District 87-Bloomington, IL., Dr. Yahaira "Yari" Diaz,Dirtict 87Bloomoington, IL., and Yesenia Tapia, FIND/PI
Resistance has been described as "the capital that has its foundations in the experiences of
communities of color in securing equal rights and collective freedom" (Yosso, 2006). This workshop's
objective will focus on addressing the use of Resistance as cultural capital (Yosso, 2006). The
presenters, mujeres de color, will share their lived experiences and testimonios on how they have
personally used Resistance to disrupt whiteness and inequities within educational systems. In
addition, they will share how they have fostered and sought collective freedom and liberation in the
communities with which they work. The presenters have been working in various educational
systems, ranging from early childhood to high school, where they have encountered structural
racism and inequities among students and the families they work with. They will address how they
have specifically used Resistance, as a way to support students of color with various intersecting
identities.
The panelists will address these questions:
● How do we support students who are committed to engaging in and serving their
communities (however they define these)?
● What opportunities do we provide students in and outside of the classroom to prepare them
for participation in a diverse society?
Learning Outcomes:
● This workshop will help Latinx students and educators understand Resistance as a form of
cultural capital.
● This workshop will encourage other educators to reflect upon the use of their own Resistance
to empower and liberate students from oppressive systems.
● This workshop will encourage educators to use their agency to fight for the liberation of
Black, Indigenous, and Brown communities.
Our hope is that attendees will gain:
● The skill of using Resistance as something that affirms our BIPOC cultural,
● ethnic, and racial identities.
● The skill of using their cultural capital (Resistance) and feel empowered to use
● their voice and agency as a tool to fight racism.
● Insights for white allies to encourage and foster Resistance as a form of cultural capital
among students of color and their families.
●

Storming the Gates: The Struggle for Access to Higher Education in Illinois
Presenters: Jose Perales, DePaul University and Dr. Leonard Ramirez, ILACHE
This interactive session will begin with a documentary highlighting the campaigns of Illinois Blacks
and Latinos/as to access higher education in the 1960s and 1970s. Participants will have the
opportunity to ask about the specifics of the events contained in the film and the challenges that
continue to confront the Latinx community. Session participants will explore the necessity and forms
that activism took then and what Latinx higher education activism looks like on college campuses in
the 21st Century.

Participants should become aware of the foundation created during the long decade of the 1960s
and consider what should be occurring on college campuses to preserve and expand college
access, defend Latinx support programs, and increase representation at all levels of the higher
education system.

Friday, April 16, 2021
MORNING SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
10:15 AM - 11:00 AM
Utilizing Equity-Centered Praxis: Lessons from Latina Career Service Professionals in Higher
Education
Presenters: Lynette Correa-Velez, Northeastern Illinois University, Norma Guerra Gaier, Univeristy of
Texas at Austin, and Marisol Rosado-Perez, Widener University
Objectives: To learn how to support students from historically marginalized communities using
diversity, equity, inclusion, anti-racist, and belonging-centered pedagogy and praxis from three
experienced and highly educated Latina career service professionals from various U.S. higher
education institutions.
Learning outcomes:
1. Knowledge of career development theory
2. Applicable co-curricular career development practices that can be utilized by
various faculty & staff in Academic & Student Affairs
3. Current examples on how to use DEIAB-centered pedagogy for student and
employer engagement
Skills attained:
1. Co-creating a culture of collaboration & shared resources
2. Use of research-based culturally relevant pedagogy and community cultural wealth
3. Professional development skills for 21st century student employment
The Alternative Application
Presenters: Manuel Talavera and Sara Espinosa, Illinois Student Assistant Commission (ISAC)
Individuals will learn about the Retention of Illinois Students & Equity (RISE) Act that created a new
pathway to financial aid for qualifying undocumented and transgender students. Attendees will also
learn about the process of completing the Alternative Application for Illinois Financial Aid that is used
for consideration for the Monetary Award Program (MAP) Grant.
Café con las Poderosas
Presenters: Tanya Cabrera, University of Illinois, Chicago, Sandy López, Northern Illinois University
and Luvia Moreno, Northeastern Illinois University
Grab your cafecito or favorite beverage and let's RISE together. Join us for a “Power Chat” to bridge
leadership and youth together in honest conversation on how to better connect, inspire, and plan
impact. Connect with three inspiring Latinas in higher education on the past, present and future of
Latinx/a/os and undocumented students in higher education.
Validate, Affirm, Equity: Applying Appreciative Advising Framework to Advance Inclusion of
Undocumented Students in Higher Education
Presenter: Martha Villegas Miranda, Marta Empowers/Broward College

In 2020, the President’s Alliance on Higher Education and Immigration released a report estimating
about 450,000 undocumented immigrants are enrolled in post-secondary education. Undocumented
immigrant college students often represent an invisible and vulnerable group of students in higher
education. As academic advisors, it is important to develop knowledge, skills, and identify resources
to effectively serve undocumented students. From a community college perspective, this
presentation will discuss how academic advisors can apply an appreciative advising framework to
advocate and empower undocumented students as they navigate their college experience through
degree completion.
Workshop Objectives:
● Learn how to apply the appreciative advising framework, a student-centered approach in
student development and to foster educational equity of undocumented immigrant college
students.
● Develop knowledge, skills, and resources as academic advisors to effectively serve
undocumented students.
● Connect with other higher education professionals to increase our network of collaboration
and support for undocumented immigrant college students in higher education.

Friday, April 16, 2021
AFTERNOON SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
1:00 P.M. - 1:45 P.M.
Unmute Me, Please! Establishing a Virtual Sentido de Pertenencia in the time of COVID
Presenter: Jennifer Juarez, University of Illinois at Chicago
The Covid-19 pandemic changed the lives of the Latina/o/x community. The current health, criminal
justice, and education disparities were amplified during this pandemic and reminded our community
that drastic changes are needed to serve the community better.
Before the pandemic, academic success programs in higher education had proven to be useful
models to help students transition to universities and close the degree attainment gap. Since the
pandemic began, there is currently no empirical data that guide educators and administrators at
universities to help them understand how the sense of belonging of Latina/o/x undergraduate
students is fostered via academic success programs in a virtual environment.
The purpose of this presentation is to showcase a research study addressing the sense of belonging
of Latina/o/x students done by the Latin American Recruitment and Educational Services (LARES)
Program, an academic success program at the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC). This research
study's preliminary data showed that establishing meaningful virtual events fostered successful
spaces of belonging for Latina/o/x undergraduate students. This research study serves as a guide for
educators and administrators on how to establish intentional virtual practices for Latina/o/x students
at Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSI) during the Covid-19 pandemic.
This presentation provides empirical support that informs participants of the importance of academic
success programs for Latina/o/x students at HSI's and discusses virtual best practices to develop a
sense of belonging at universities.
Decolonizing Colonized Epistemologies: A Contestation to the Colonial Structures of
Knowledge in Academia
Presenter: Armen Alvarez, Illinois State University

Today’s colleges and universities’ knowledge spaces reproduce the colonial structures of knowledge
that sustain imperialism. Scholars whose identities do not belong to the dominating culture are
forced to contest the education systems’ ethos and meritocratic standards. This presentation
contextualizes and synthesizes this philosophical debate.
Keywords: philosophical white canon, epistemology, Imperialism, settler colonialism, and ancestral
knowledge
What’s in a Name: A Panel Discussion on the LatinX(a)(o)/Hispanic Community
Presenters: Rosa Santana ,Berkeley College, Melissa Baralt, Berkeley College, Gabriela Gutierrez,
NJIT
There are members of the LatinX community who achieved great accomplishments but may not have
been recognized even within their own communities. Our session will begin with an introduction of a
few examples from academia who contributed despite the stigmas, barriers, and challenges that still
exist. We will define and explain the differences among the various terms used to identify members
of the Latino(a)X, and Hispanic communities. What do these labels mean and from where are they
derived? Are you aware that not all are accepting of the term LatinX? Are you knowledgeable of
some of the stigmas a LatinX person faces?
This session is packed with stats and stories describing what we define as LatinX culture, addressing
stereotypes/stigmas, and challenges/barriers that members of this community continue to face. The
panelists will describe how they define themselves, what terms they use, and the struggles they may
have in expressing multiple identities to which they may belong. Panelists will offer what the LatinX
community supports and resources that have helped them along their career journey. They will also
share their personal stories of successes and triumphs. Attendees will gain information about the
LatinX community, resources of support, and what they can do to embrace this diverse group in their
various environments.
Learning Outcomes:
● Introduce and profile successful but potentially unknown LatinX people from academia.
● Provide definitions of the terms: Latino(a)X and Hispanic. This includes the interpreted
meanings of the different terms and how each label can affect or may be perceived by the
various populations.
● Describe LatinX culture, addressing any stereotypes and discussing the importance of
non-career-related community support.
● Identify key career barriers and challenges for the LatinX community and suggest how to
provide supportive resources for their journey.
● Offer insights from LatinX professionals who have experience managing in environments
where there is minimal LatinX presence and support.
Acuerdos de Latinx Equity in Higher Education
Presenter: Dr. Gabriel Cortez, Northeastern Illinois University
This workshop invites higher education leaders who advocate and support equity-minded
institutional services for Latinx student success. Participants will share success strategies as well as
institutional challenges to identify shortcomings in equity practices. Through an intentional check-in
circle prompt in small groups, we hope to build community partnerships across higher education
institutions, Latinx advocates, high schools, public officials, and community organizations.

PRE-RECORDED SESSIONS

The Financial Aid Process
Presenter: Manuel Talavera, Illinois Student Assistance Commission (ISAC)
Participants will learn about the overall process of applying for financial aid. This session covers the
process of applying from start to end and includes information about both the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) as well as the Alternative Application for Illinois Financial Aid. Attendees
will learn about the different types of financial aid available, sources of aid, requirements to complete
both forms along with other information about the financial aid process, such as verification.
Undocumented Student Access to Higher Education & Degree Completion in Illinois
Presenters: Tanya Cabrera, University of Illinois at Chicago, Claudia Marchan, Northern Illinois
Justice for our Neighbors, Jonathan Lopez Roman, Partnership for College Completion
It has been over two decades since the Federal DREAM Act was introduced and failed to pass.
There have been legislative wins and are hopeful that with new leadership in Washington D.C., a
pathway to citizenship will be established. For the over 511,000 immigrants in Illinois, we want to
ensure that the undocumented immigrant community is aware of the resources and support available
in institutions of higher education. The Migrant Policy Institute highlighted that first, second, and third
generation immigrants as having been responsible for 60% of college enrollment over the last
decade (MPI October 2020). With recent legislative changes and upcoming bills in Springfield, our
goal for this presentation is to update undocumented students and allies about support towards
degree completion for undergraduates, graduate, and professional track programs. We hope that
attendees will have a better understanding of pipelines and resources available through the Illinois
Dream Fund and UndocWiki. As a collective, we seek to establish a united front of institutional
partners that will work to towards equitable access for Illinois undocumented students.
What does Immigration reform mean under the 2021 Biden Administration?
Presenter: Rocio Becerril, Law Office of RSB Ltd.
One of the changes the year 2021 has brought is a new presidential administration. It is important to
know the most recent developments under immigration law. What can we expect from the upcoming
legislative changes with respect to immigration? What will these mean for immigrants? What steps
can you and your family members take to prepare for these immigration changes.

2021 LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Dr. Frances Aparicio
THE LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD HONORS A CAREER OF DEDICATED SERVICE AND ACCOMPLISHMENT
THAT HAS CONTRIBUTED TO THE EMPOWERMENT OF THE LATINX COMMUNITY. THIS AWARD RECOGNIZES
THOSE WHO THROUGH THEIR WORK HAVE TRANSFORMED LIVES WHILE PROVIDING EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES AND INSPIRATION TO THE LATINX COMMUNITY AND SOCIETY.

Dr. Frances R. Aparicio is Professor Emerita at
Northwestern University, where she taught in the
Department of Spanish and Portuguese and served as
Director of the Latina and Latino Studies Program for
eight years. She has previously taught at Stanford
University, University of Arizona, University of
Michigan, and University of Illinois at Chicago. Her
research interests include Latina and Latino literary
and cultural studies, the cultural politics of U.S.
Latino/a languages, Latino/a popular music and
dance, literary and cultural translation, cultural
hybridity, transnationalism, Latinidad, and mixed Latino/a identities. She is author of the
award-winning Listening to Salsa: Gender, Latin Popular Music and Puerto Rican Cultures
(Wesleyan 1998) and more recently, in 2019, of Negotiating Latinidad: Intralatina/o Lives in
Chicago (University of Illinois Press). She has co-edited various critical anthologies,
including Tropicalizations: Transcultural Representations of Latinidad (University of New
England Press, 1997), Musical Migrations (Palgrave, 2003), Hibridismos culturales (Revista
Iberoamericana, 2006), and the Routledge Companion to Latino/a Literature (2013). A
founding editor of the Latino Studies Journal, she also initiated the Latinos in Chicago and
the Midwest Book Series at the University of Illinois Press, to foster book publications and
new research on Latinx in the Midwest. She is currently writing a book about Marc
Anthony’s most canonical songs as sites for critical reflections on identity, colonialism, race,
and global solidarities.

2021 EMERGING LEADER AWARD
Mizraim Zabdiel Hernández Gavilan
THE EMERGING LEADER AWARD IS PRESENTED TO A STUDENT THAT HAS DEMONSTRATED EXEMPLARY
LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE IN THE AREAS OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL JUSTICE WHILE PROMOTING THE
ADVANCEMENT OF THE LATINX COMMUNITY.

Mizraim Zabdiel Hernández Gavilan, also known as Miz, is
a Waukegan resident that is currently attending Lake
Forest College as a Junior majoring in International
Relations and minoring in Business. Miz has been avidly
involved within the Lake County community ever since
attending the College of Lake County. During his time at
CLC, he not only became President of the Student
Government Association but also a board member of the
International Honors Society Phi Theta Kappa, in addition
to joining the CLC Scholars Program. While at CLC he
worked with Mano a Mano, a non-profit that helps
immigrant families in Lake County, the Illinois Child Care
Bureau, and CLC’s Adult Educational Department. During
his first year studying at Lake Forest College, he became
Co-President of the Undocumented Student Empowerment
Group and a board member in Juntos. Miz also serves as a
Legislative Aide for State Senator Adriane Johnson of the 30th Legislative District. He hopes
to continue his work on improving the living conditions amongst everyone. As a DACA
recipient, Miz knows first-hand how good policies can change people’s lives and he is
determined to making sure that everyone gets treated with dignity and respect.

2021 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
EACH YEAR, ILACHE IS PLEASED TO OFFER TWO $1,000 SCHOLARSHIPS TO LATINX STUDENTS IN ILLINOIS
WHO EXHIBIT OUTSTANDING COMMITMENT TO LEARNING, COMMUNITY SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP.

Kevin Anthony Serrano
Kevin Serrano is a senior at William Jones College Prep
where he will graduate this spring and enroll at Depaul
University in the fall of 2021. He is a first-generation Latino
student and a child of Mexican immigrants living on the
southwest side of Chicago, Illinois. He is proud to be the first
in his family alongside his older brother to pursue a college
education. Kevin will major in Economics and Finance at
DePaul and is interested in pursuing a law degree to become
a corporate lawyer in Chicago. Throughout his high school
career, Kevin has supported his community through volunteer and leadership engagement.
After watching the economic disparities across Chicago, he knew a career in corporate law
and business, will help lessen those inequalities and support underserved populations. Kevin
also hopes to serve as inspiration to those deriving from less fortunate backgrounds and
lead by example for what can be achieved regardless of circumstance or upbringing.
Alberto Briones
Alberto Briones is a student at Northern Illinois University,
majoring in Operations and Information Management. Alberto
is part of the Honors Program. He is involved in a myriad of
student organizations: he serves as a Senator-at- Large in
the Student Government Association, the social media
coordinator of DREAM Action NIU, an Honors Ambassador
for the Honors Program, an active member of Adela de la
Torre Latino Honor Society and a member of Business
Administration Student Association. Alberto works full-time
as an I.T. Technician. When he is not working or studying, he
volunteers 2 hours a week at CREO DuPage, a non-profit,
virtual mentoring program that helps motivated Latino high
school students achieve their goals. As a coach lead, his job
is to greet everyone, provide announcements for the session,
assist the coaches and students during their coaching
sessions, and answer any questions.

2021 DR. BERTA I ARIAS WRITING
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
THE ARIAS SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FOR WRITING IS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE SPONSORSHIP OF DR.
BERTA ARIAS, THE FOUNDING PRESIDENT OF THE ILLINOIS LATINO COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION. THE
AWARD RECOGNIZES THE ACADEMIC AND WRITING ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF LATINX STUDENTS AND
ENCOURAGES THEM TO CONTINUE TO INTEGRATE WRITTEN COMMUNICATION AS A CENTRAL COMPONENT
OF THEIR PROFESSIONAL AND CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT. IN ADDITION TO A $1,000, MONETARY AWARD THE
SCHOLARSHIP PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY TO BENEFIT FROM THE MENTORSHIP OF AN EXPERIENCED
WRITER.

“I AM A WRITER . . . AND WRITING IS MAGIC. “
BERTA ISABEL ARIAS

Marta Julia Ramirez
Martha Julia Ramirez is a current Senior at National Louis University,
vigorously working towards obtaining a bachelor’s degree in Criminal
Justice with a Minor in Human Services and Concentration in
Leadership. As a first-generation student and with her own proper
experiences, Martha Julia intends to use her degree as a way of
providing legal counsel for individuals seeking citizenship within the
United States. Currently working for the American Association of
Neurology- Neurological Surgeons, Martha Julia’s versatility and
yearning for knowledge in various career fields, allows her to understand disparities that
effect minorities while also allowing her to find a better approach to her aspirations within
legal counsel assistance. When not at work or school, Martha Julia volunteers at her High
School, Cristo Rey Saint Martin College Prep, as a mentor for both incoming freshman and
junior/seniors with their college applications while also assisting with the major transition.

ILACHE Membership
Membership is open to any individual or institution interested in advancing the status
of Latinos in higher education. Memberships typically begin and end the day of the
annual conference. However, one may become a member at any time during the
year.
Benefits of Membership
• Keep abreast of what is happening in higher education.
• Receive ILACHE Newsletter.
• Join a listserve of over 600 Latino professionals.
• Find resources to better assist students.
• Network with other Latino professionals.
• Learn to how to manage the world of academia.
• Learn how to make solid career choices.
Membership Types and Fees:
Professional Membership ($60)
Higher education faculty/staff and members of K-12 educational institutions,
community-based organizations, and corporate entities.
Student Membership ($20)
Students enrolled in an educational institution.

For more information, visit us at ilache.org
Follow us on Social Media

2021 CONFERENCE SPONSORS
PLATINUM
City Colleges of Chicago
College of Lake County
Latin American Recruitment and Education Services (LARES)
at the University of Illinois at Chicago
Northeastern Illinois University
St. Augustine College
GOLD
DePaul University
Chicago Theological Seminary
Northern Illinois University

Thank you for your contribution and support!
¡Gracias!

UIC | LARES
congr atulates

ILACHE

on its
28th Annual Professional and
Student Development
Conference.
AVAILABLE SERVICES
Academic Advising
Academic Seminars
Academic Tutoring
Career Exploration
Financial Aid Understanding
First-Year & Transfer Orientation

Graduate School Guidance

The LARES program has been recognized as a
Outstanding Institutional Advising Program by the
National Academic Advising Association “NACADA”. In
2014, LARES also received the Example of Excelencia
award for being the nation’s top program in higher
education for increasing graduation rates for
undergraduate Latino students. Our program assists
students with academic advising, major and career
exploration, academic tutoring and seminars, student
organization involvement, and financial aid
understanding.

LARES Family Day

LARES MISSION

Student Organization Involvement
Writing, Research, & Mathematics Courses

To empower students by providing personal growth and
educational opportunities to prepare leaders who will
advance the Latino community.
Student Services Building (SSB)

lares.uic.edu

@lares.uic

@uiclares1975

LARES at UIC

1200 W. Harrison St., Ste. 2640
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 996-3356

29th

The University of Illinois is pleased to host the
29th Annual ILACHE Conference
Friday, April 29, 2022 at the i-Hotel

